October 23, 2013

PRESS RELEASE:

Maxima Cleaners
Keyser Manufacturing is now offering Maxima Cleaners.
Suspension Clean will quickly and easily clean internal
Keyser Manufacturing is now offering Maxima
and external components. Speed Wax is an all-in-one
BIO Wash. BIO Wash will help safely and
detailer that conditions, shines and protects painted
easily clean your equipment. It is a unique,
surfaces, chrome, anodizing, windscreens and plastic.
biodegradable all-purpose cleaner with fastSC1 Clear Coat is excellent for use as a clear coat, inside
acting cleaning agents that lift away dirt while
fender wells and along bodywork to prevent mud, dirt
scrubbing grime and oil based deposits. BIO
and rubber from adhering to the body panels. Electrical
Wash is very tough on dirt but gentle enough to
Contact Cleaner works great for use on ignitions, spark
use on delicate surfaces including paint, plastic,
plugs, electrical components or when a fast drying
chrome, anodizing, rubber and carbon ﬁber.
cleaner is needed. Chain Wax is a high-performace chain
Contains no harmful acids, CFC’s or solvents.
lubricant for X, Z and O-ring chains. BIO Wash is an allpurpose 100-99164
cleaner with fast-acting cleaning agents that lift
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away dirt while scrubbing grime and oil based deposits.
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